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From Okayama Airport

Boken no Mori in Hiruzen
Sample Course
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Hiruzen Kogen is an idyllic highland resort blessed with an abundance of nature centering 
around some of the best cycling roads in Japan.
Known as one of the best summer retreats in country, you are sure to find something for 
everyone with a range of outdoors activities and striking scenery unique to the summer season.
Early in the summer, west Japan’s largest lavender fields paints the mountain slopes deep with 
color.
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Boken no Mori adventure park in 
Hiruzen was built in a virgin 
forest and features zip-lines more 
than 100 meters long, treetop 
escapades, and mountain biking 
tours. You are sure to enjoy 
nature to its fullest.

120min

Day1 Day2
Your nearest airport

↓
10:10am  
Okayama Airport

↓Rental car　120min

12:10pm　
Tour Hiruzen Herb Garden HerBill, Includes Lunch　

↓Rental car 　20min

1:30pm  
Visit Kimendai Observatory　　　

↓Rental car　20min

2:10pm
 Cycling in Hiruzen-kogen Heights 
 

↓Rental car　10min

4:20pm 
Winery Tour

↓Rental car　5min

4:55pm  
Post a Photo on Instagram 
at Hiruzen Jersey Land!

↓Rental car　5min

5:30pm  
Stroll Around Shiogama 
Mineral Spring, One of the Top
 “Hundred Exquisite Waters of Japan”

↓On foot

5:45pm  
Glamping at Hiruzen 
Shiogama Camping 
Village  

9:30am　
Hiruzen Shiogama 
Camping Village

↓Rental car　30min 

10:00am　
Treetop Adventure 
at Boken no Mori in Hiruzen

↓Rental car　30min

12:30pm　
Visit Kyukamura, Hiruzen-kogen Heights, Enjoy a Hot Spring 
With Commanding Views, and Lunch Included

↓Rental car　120min

4:00pm  
Okayama Airport

↓
Depart for your next destination

↓
Please also come 
to Sample course 
Em1 and Em2

E14 

Taste premium wine made with crimson glory vines sourced direct from the Hiruzen-kogen Heights!

2days,1nigh
ts

Chosen as one of the top 
“Hundred Exquisite Waters of Japan”, 
Shiogama Mineral Spring expels 
300 liters of gloriously fresh water 
per second and is a refreshing 11 
degrees Celsius all year-round.

Highlights

Route map
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